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AERODYNAMICS OP WIND TURBINE WITH 
TOWER DISTURBING 

ABSTRACT 

Lifting line theory which is the counterpart of Prandtl•s 
lifting line theory for rotating wing is employed for the overall 
performance analysis of a horizontal axis wind turbine rotor oper-
in a uniform flow. The wake system is modeled by non-rigid wake 
which includes.the radial expansion and the axial retardation of 
trailing vortices. 

For the non-uniform flow which are caused by the ground, 
the tower reflection, or the tower shadow,'the unsteady airloads 
acting on the turbine blade are-computed, using lifting line theory 
and a non-rigid wake model. An equation which gives the wind profile 
in the tower shadow region is developed. Also, the,equations to 
determine pitch angle control are derived to minimize the flapping 
moment variations or the thrust variations due to the non-uniform 
flow over a rotation. 

It is concluded that the models developed can predict the 
overall performance coefficients for uniform flow and the unsteady 
airloads for non-uniform flow which are in good agreement with 
experimental data. The unsteady airloads are found to have the 
same form variations as the wind profile on the rotor disk plane. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a lift curve slope 
ki coefficients of bound circulation series J ( r =SA, sin-jfl ) J 
b number of blades 
C blade chord 
CJ drag coefficient of blade 
C.. drag coefficient of the tower dt 
C power coefficient, C = P/P» R2U^ 
C T thrust coefficient, C T = T/P * R2 U? 
dL lift per unit length of blade 
e flapping hinge offset 
G (Vf e n d/n ) 2 where ^pend = ̂ 3g/2tfR is pendulum 

frequency of blade 
i index to denote control point 
I D blade moment of inertia 

§ characteristic constants of wind profile equation 
K2 for a given tower 
Kg root constraint 
8 distance from hinge offset to blade tip nondimensioned by R 
LN lock number, LN = acPR / l D 
L T thrust coefficient, Lj = T/'"r0 R 
^Tn coefficients of thrust coefficient series 
m mass per unit length of blade 
M^ aerodynam? c moment about an offset flapping hinge 
M moment due to gravity about an flapping hir.ge 
o 

Mj inertia moment about an flapping hinge 
LN /j 4 ,• i . ^e \ 



R rotor radius 
r position vector from vortex element to point where induced 

velocity is going to be computed 
r.j. radius of the tower 
S static unbalance of blade 
s position vector from center of coorainate to vortex element 
u* free stream velocity on rotor disk plane disturbed by tov/er 
U total velocity on blade 
U-n velocity perpendicular to rotor disk plane 
Um in-plane velocity perpendicular to blade 
Uoo undisturbed free stream velocity 
Ui total velocity at i-th control point 
v velocity reduction function 
V* inflow velocity, V = U V H R 

P 
W* induced velocity perpendicular to rotor disk plane 
W* in-plane induced velocity 
w£ radial induced velocity 
W*0 radial induced velocity on rotor disk plane 
« angle of attack 
P rigid body flapping angle 
fin coefficients of rigid body flapping angle series 
rAV average bound circulation over a rotation 
^ bound circulation at i-th control" point 
41^ half of maximum bound circulation variation over a rotation 

v spanwise coordinate (non-dimensioned by R) 

f r c non-dimensi jnal d i s tance irom cen te r of r o t a t i o n to blade 
roo t cuu 

non-<3imensioned by fiR 
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9 angular coordinate to denote spanwise position 
% coefficients of blade pitch angle series 
0p blade pitch angle 
A inflow angle 
A^ induced inflow angle (=^/ v ) 
Aa absolute inflow angle (= Ua0/'' ) 
p density of air 
M advance ratio, y = U^/QR 
«• kinematic viscosity of air 

a solidity, a = bc/irR 
<P azimuthal angular coordinate of vortex element from blade 

& phase angle between flapping angle series and inflow angle 
n series 
*^ phase angle between pitch angle series and inflow field series 
•t azimuthal angular coordinate 
fl rotational speed of wind turbine rotor 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 

For uniform steady flow about a wind turbine, lifting line 
theory which is the counterpart of the Prandtl's lifting line the
ory for rotating wing is employed in the analysis for a rotor blade 
in an effort to improve the theoretical pi eviction of power and 
thrust. The wake region is divided into three regions, namely,the 
near, intermediate , and far wakes. At the junction between the 
near and intermediate wakes, the neighboring two vortices are merged 
together. Again, at the junction between the intermediate and the 
far wakes, all trailing vortices are assumed to be rolled-up into 
the root and tip vortices. The wake geometry is prescribed at equal 
angle spacings and the blade is divided into a number of segments 
according to cosine law. Each segment is represented by a constant 
strength bound vortex whose strength is determined at a control 
point which is located at equal angle center of that segment. The 
wake geometry used in the analysis includes the linearly varying 
velocities induced on the tip or root vortex in the first spiral 
and the radial movement of their.. The results obtained with this wake 
geometry are compared with those obtained with the semi-rigid wake 
assumption. The computer program for the steady flow analysis perm
its the evaluation of several wake geometries ranging from the cla
ssical helicoids, the semi-rigid wake to the radially expanded, 
variable-axial-velocity geometry. The inboard trailing vortices 
may be unrolled or fully rolled in tne last two wake geometries. 

The importance of the correct axial and radial positioning 
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of the tip vortox was noticed in ref.[43. The disagreement of the 
theoretical predictions using the classical.wake geometry with 
experimental results is mainly due to the neglect of the rapid 
contraction of the slipstream under a hovering rotor which places 

4 the vortex system close to the rotor blades • The free wake analysis 
was introduced in [l4J .to account for the significance, of blade 
wake interference and the influence of blade number. The cross 
section view of the calculated wake geometry (ref.14) shows that 
the outer end1 of the vortex system* that is, the vortex emanated 
at blade tip becomes the center of the rolled-up concentrated tip 
vortex*. • ' ' 

For the unsteady nonuniform flow which is inevitable due to 
wind shear, and tower reflection or tower shadow, the non-linear 
variable-axial-velocity induced on the tip or root vortices are 
computed for each azimuthal. increment within the first spiral'. 
The calculations show that the velocity induced on the tip vortex 
increases sharply and is almost doubled within the first spiral. 
After that indue.-u velocity remains relatively unchanged. This 
means that the retardation of the tip vortex occurs immediately 
"behind the rotor. This radial expansion is computed from 
the condition of constant mass flow inside the cylinder bounded by 
the tip vortex. Tower effect is included in the analysis through 
the nonuniform flow field on the rotor disk plane caused by the 
tower reflection or its shadow. The distortions of the trailing 
vortex system due to this nonuniform flow is, also, included. But 
in the tower reflection case, the vortex-tower inxsraction is 
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neglected because it occurs after several spirals of the tip 
vortex. The shed vortex lines in the far wake are positioned by 
the connecting lines of the points determined by the velocities 
induced °n the two control points near the tip or the root. In 
the rigid or semi-rigid wake the shed vortex was located by the 
tip and root vortices. The trailing vortices are permitted to have 
varying directions and strengths. 

The equations are derived to determine the blade pitch angle 
required to minimize the flapping moment variations, or the thrust 
variations over a rotation. All blade are assumed to be rigid. 
For the tower shadow case the rigid body flapping angle is calcul
ated and its effects are evaluated. 

Miller, R.H. in [2] has pioneered the unsteady harmonic air
load computation for the forward flight of the helicopter with 
rigid wake geometry. Unsteady airloads actina on rotor blades were 
predicted satisfactorily and their orgins were discussed" in[l] and ("3JT 
The concept of the semi-rigid wake geometry was introduced in those 
reports. Scully, M.P. in [6] has done the free wake analysis for 
the helicopter forward fliqht, where the induced velocities on the-
first two spirals of the tip vortex were computed in order to loc
ate the tip vortex and the inboard shed wakes were positioned by 
the rigid wake geometry. 
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SECTION 2 
STEADY AERODYNAMICS 

The bound circulation which describes the blade as a lift
ing line is represented by a Fourier sine series. The velocities 
induced by the prescribed wake are computed at control points on 
the blade as a function of the coefficients of the bound circu
lation series. These coefficients are calculated from the matrix 
equation which are formed according to the Kutta-Joukowsky theo
rem. The multiplication of these coefficients with the influence 
coefficients yields the induced velocities on the blade. From 
these non-uniform induced velocities and the free stream velocity 
the wake is generated within the framework of the assumed geometry. 
New influence coefficients, induced velocities and bound circula
tion are obtained from this new geometry. This procedure is usua
lly iterated three times to get the converged bound circulation 
and induced velocities. The usual strip analysis gives the perf
ormance coefficients of the wind turbine. 
2.1 Lifting Line Theory 

Bound circulation along trie blade is.represented as a sine 
series. The velocity induced at each control point on the blade 
by the wake system is computed as a function of the coefficients 
of the bound circulation harmonic series.Then, the induced angle 
of attack is obtained at each control point as a function of 
those coefficients. The angle of attack calculation also includes 
contributions from the pi l:ch angle, the rotational velocity 
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of blade and th-? free stream velocity. 
All of the above contributions are, included in lifting 

line equation at each control point, which generates a system 
of linear algebraic equations for the coefficients of bound 
circulation series as follows. The sectional lift at a control 
point on the blade is given by Kutta-Joukowsky theorem. 

dL = pur= -|./MJ2-a-«C (2.1) 

Here, a = Qp + x a + Ai a s shown in fig.2.1 . 

VfL = £ A j .Cij (2.2) 

r = -A U a C ( op+ Aa + Ai ) (2.3) 

The influence coefficients Ĉ j are computed from the equ
ation derived in the appendix. Aj is the coefficients of bound 
circulation series, that.is, 

ri = £ Aj sin (j ' 0.) (2.4) 
N is the number of control points on tne blade. 

The span̂ .ise coordinate on the blade, t}^, is transformed 
into a polar coordinate, t». , which varies from 0 to TT according 
to the following transformation equation 

*i = ''re* 0-5 (1- cos ©i) 

(See fig. 2.2 for details.) 
During the intermediate calculations every value was non-dimens
ioned by the distance from the rootcut to the blac4e tip. In the 
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final output the non-dimensional parameter was switched to the 
blade radius. Introduction of equations (2.2) and (2.4) into (2.1) 
gives the desired linear algebraic equation for the coefficients 
of circulation. 

ZAj sin (j-Oi) = l-Ui-ai- C. { 0 p . + A & i + ( fAj C^ )/ vj 

tk^ [sin U-eL) - | u i . a i .O i* l y , i ]» iu l . a l .C i ( e p i . + Aai ) 

£Aj ttir D i 

This equation is valid at each control point (i). Therefore, it 
gives the following matrix equation. 

U j > - ["ijTfoii' (2-5) 
Here, in-plane induced velocities were neglected because the 
effect of these velocities on the results was shown to be negli
gible in[ 7]. 

In generating equation (2.5)» U^ is a function of induced 
velocity and C^j is a function of wake geometry which is determ
ined from induced velocity distribution within the assumption 
for geometry. That means an iterative procedure, as described 
below, must be employed to compute the actual A.. 

Iteration Procedure 
1. Estimate induced velocities 
2. Calculate Ui 
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3. Generate wak9 geometry 
4. Calculate influence coefficients Cjj 
5. Solve equation (2.5) 
6. Calculate induced velocities from equation (2.2) 
7. Repeat step 2-6 until the solution converges 

Knowing xhe proper induced velocities a strip analysis is 
used in calculating the thrust and power distribution. Experimen
tal data for section lift slope and drag can be used. vVind turbine 
rotor in this analysis can have any number of blades which can 
have an arbitrary distribution of taper and twist. 

Ref.[9] applied the vortex lattice method to propeller 
blades with a single bound vortex located at the quarter-chord 
point and the control point at the three-quarter chord point of 
each blade section. For non-rotating rectangular wing [8J shows 
that lifting line theory with trailing vortices arranged by equal 
angle distance and control point at the equal center between them 
converges faster and is more accurate than other vortex lattice 
methods. 
2.2 .-Jake Geometry 

The prescribed wake geometry resulting from a series of 
investigations of model rotor wakes was successfully applied to 
the calculation of helicopter rotor hover performance with lift
ing line theory in [4,5] and lifting -surface theory in [11]. At the 
present time, there is no wake geometry available for the wind 
rotor which has been developed from such experimental studies. 
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Hence,two major features from the prescribed wake Geometries 
for helicopter rotor hover performance analysis are incorporated 
in the calculation of wake geometries. 

First, the tip vortex axial settling rate (or velocity) 
was doubled when tie tip vortex passes bereath the followina blade. 
This doubling is predicted by momentum theory and in vortex theory 
can be explained by the effect from the trailing and bound vortex 
system of that blade generated during that portion of the cycle 
preceeding the following blade passage. For wind turbine rotor the
re is the same effect on the tip vortex from the following blade's' 
trailing and bound vortex system. Also, the equation derived in [,12] 
shows that the thrust predicted by simple vortex theory for the rotor 
with an infinite number of blades will be equal to that estimated 
by momentum theory when the axial induced velocity on the tip vortex 
is taken over the rotor disk. 

The second feature is that the point of maximum wake contrac
tion is reached at the end of four times the azimuthal angle between 
adjacent blades .' in the analysis the point of maximum wake expa-
sion for the wind turbine rotor is taken to be the maximum wake 
contraction point for the helicopter rotor. 

The radial induced velocity (W Q) at the blade tip on rotor 
disk plane is computed as follows. The tip vortex begins to move 
radially with that velocity when it is trailed from the blade. It 
is assumed that the tip vortex radial velocity decreases linearly 
co zero when it reaches the assumed maximum expansion point. There
fore . the radial velocity of tip vortex is 
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where U^is the radial induced velocity at the blade tip in the 
rotor disk plane, b is the number of blade and <f> is the azimuthal 
position of vortex. The maximum expansion distance d(£>) is given" as 
follows for b = 2. 

The radial movement of tip vortex is due to the radial velocity 
induced by the spiral tip vortex below the rotor disk plane as 
shown in fig. 2.3 • In fig. 2.3 the radial velocity of tip vortex, 
C is decreased due to the radial velocity induced by the vortices 
trailed since tip vortex C had been trailed, that is, vortices A 
and B. The tip vortex moves radially until the radial velocity 
induced by the almost helical vortex below that vortex is balanced 
by the radial velocity induced by the spiral vortex above it. After 
the tip vortex reaches its maximum expansion point, it begins to 
contract much more slowly than when it expands just below the rotor 
disk plane. This is due to the fact that the radial velocity induced 
by the lower helical vortex ceases to dominate over the velocity 
induced by the upper sprial vortex because of wake diffusion due 
to the viscous effects. Since this tip vortex begins to contract 
relatively far below the rotor disk plane and very slowly, its ef
fect on performance and thrust can be neglected. Experimental inv
estigation in [llj shows for helicopter hovering rotor that the 
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wake system contracts first and then expands very slowly. 
This radial movement of rolled-up tip vortex has a fairly 

large effect on power results because the axial velocity of tip 
vortex is influenced by the radial position of tip vortex and the 
induced velocity near blade tip is affected very much; by the axial 
and radial position of rolled-up tip vortex. The axial induced 
velocity of rolled-up tip or root vortex is computed under the 
scheme that the vortex originating at the blade tip or root cutout 
becomes the center of the rolled-up tip or root vortex and that 
the vortices trailed from the maximum-bound-circulation point to 
the tip or rootcut are around those center vortices. Concentrated 
tip or, root vortices are explained to be caused by a very high 
slope dropping toward zero of the bound circulation ( dr/dy =00) 
on those points. These concentrated vortices tend to induce strong 
velocities around them and to make the neighboring vortex sheet 
around them. Therefore, the rolled-up vortex moves with the velo
city which is the sum of the undisturbed free stream velocity and 
the induced velocity at the blade tip or rootcut. The velocity 
induced on the tip or root vortex is assumed to increase linearly 
untill it is doubled when it passes underneath the following blade 
as discussed above. 

The wake system will be divided into three regions, near, 
intermediate, and far wakes as discussed in Table II. At the junc
tion between the near and the intermediate wakes the number of tra
iling vortices is cut in half by merging two adjacent trailing vor
tices into one. All trailing vortices are assumed to be rolled-up 
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into the root or tip vortex at the junction point between the 
intermediate and far wakes. The velocity induced by the interme
diate and the far wakes is computed at the blade tip or the root-
cut point. But the velocity induced by the near wake is computed 
by averaging the velocities induced at two points outside and 
inside the blade tip or rootcut. In semi-rigid wake the induced 
velocity at the tip or the rootcut is taken as the half of the 
velocity induced at the nearest control point, which is equival
ent to the assumption that the velocity outside is zero. For a 
rotor with an infinite number of blades the induced velocity at 
the tip was shown to be the half of the velocity induced at inb
oard station of the tip in [12]. 
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SECTION 3 
UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 

Wind turbines always operate in the influence of their to
wers and the ground. The unsteady airloads act on the wind turbine 
blades which rotate through the non-uniform flow field caused by 
these influences. The calculations of these unsteady airloads 
have been performed by the vortex wake and lifting line theory, 
which means the lifting blade is modeled by a bound circulation 
and the chordwise circulation variation is neglected. The wake 
geometry employed is the non-rigid wake which includes the eff
ects of the retardation of trailing vortices and of the radial mov
ement of the tip vortex. This geometry is calculated from the semi
rigid wake geometry by suitable and systematic modifications. In 
this non-rigid wake the shed vortex lines in the far wake are 
placed on a plane other than the one defined by the rolled-up tip 
or root vortices because the induced velocities on those vortices 
are entirely different from the induced velocities inboard of them. 

Tne influence of the tower on the vortex wake system 
has been included. "These vortex wakes are positioned by 
the the timewise integration of the velocities which 
are the sum of the disturbed velocities on the rotor disk plane 
due to the tower and the velocities induced on vortex itself. 
But in the tower reflection case when vortices approach the tower 
the free stream velocities are decreasing and there are interact
ions between ths vortex system, especially the tip vortex and the 
,tower. It may happen after several spirals that the iip vortex will 
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touch the tower and end on the solid boundary because of the 
decrease of the free stream velocity and the vortex-tower inter
actions. The effect of this phenomena on the induced velocities 
have been neglected because the contact of the tip vortex with 
the tower will usually take place after several spirals. The 
disturbance velocities due to the tower would be determined by 
satisfying the solid boundry condition on the tower surface with 
the free stream velocity under the influences of the vortex wakes 
and the bound circulations of the blades. 

The blades are assumed to be rigid. The rigid body flapping 
motion is determined for the tower shadow case and its effec/t on 
the unsteady airloads are discussed. 

The equation which gives the wind profile downwind of the 
tower has been developed by using boundary layer approximations. 
That equation is shown to be a good characterization of the wind 
profile downwind of the tower. 
3.1 Wind Turbine Blades 

All blades are assumed to be identical, to rotate at a con
stant angular velocity, and to have arbitrary twist distribution. 
The tower and blades are assumed to be rigid. Each blade is repr
esented by a number of constant-strength bound vortex segments 
which have the bound circulation that is determined by two dim
ension airfoil theory at their mid-points. The same method as 
used in [_?] is used for the modeling of the blades. 
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3.2 Wakes 
><; w The wake consists of trailing vortices and shed vortices^-
as shown in fig. 3.1 which are caused by the spanwise and azimu-^ 
thai variations of bound circulation and is divided into near, 
intermediate, and far wakes. The near wake region extends from 
the blade to 15 degrees aft and has three 5 degree sections. 
It has been modeled by curved trailing vortex elements having 
varying strengths and varying directions within one element and 
lattice vortex sheet elements each of which has constant strength 
and direction. The modeling of the intermediate and far wake reg-
ions are discussed in Table II. The same procedure as the one in 
[7] has been followed in dividing the wake regions and determing 
the strengths of vortices. 
3.3 Non-rigid Wake Geometry 

The semi-rigid wake usually assumes that the vortices trailed 
from the blades are carried away from the rotor at a rate equal to 
the relative velocity of the flow passing through the rotor. These 
velocities are in general different at different points of this 
flow. Also, the vortex system is continuously being deformed due 
to these different velocities and the mutual interactions of the 
tip vortices. As a result, the velocity with which the tip or root 
vortex is carried away from the rotor plane is radically different 
from the velocities on the sheet vortices between the tip and root 
vortices. The vertical transport velocity of the outer portion of 
these sheets is much lower than that of the tip vortex 

If we consider the vertical transport velocity of one tip 
vortex element, the assumption made in the usual semi-rigid wake 
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is roughly equal to neglecting the interaction by the vortex segme
nts trailed after the tip vortex element was trailed. Let the vel
ocity with which the element A in fig.3.2A is carried away be VA. 
When one tip vortex element A is trailed, the vertical transport 
velocity VA becomes 

V
A  V ♦ 8L = V + £ f*""^ ***? dY[ 

T| = 0 an 4irr* L 

where b is the number of blades, if the shed wake is neglected. 
If we consider that vortex element after the time interval,At = 
£0/Q , it is positioned as shown in fig. 3«2B. The vertical vel
ocity of the element A at position Q becomes 

VA - " + *i + »b + *r 

wb 

<jT} 4TTT 3 

rf^^f1 df(n^) atx^ d , 

-r ^ (
V <

^ ^ b Jo 4TT 

Wa' is the velocity induced at point Q by the vortex system trailed 
from the blade before the vortex element A was trailed. It can be 
reasonably assumed that .Va' is equal to /a. If one considers the 
vind turbine to have more than one blade, average :/r is almost 
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cancelled. But actually the instaneous velocity induced at point Q 
by the bound circulation is not cancelled. 

• ■ +.

The most important factor which invalidates the assumption made 
in usual semirigid wake is W. .' At & = 15° .W^ is of'the order of k0% 

of the velocity induced at point P by W ?. After one spiral Wfe is 
almost equal to 70$ of W '. Therefore the usual semirigid wake ass
umption causes us to underestimate the induced velocity at the blade, 
especially near the blade tip because the spiral should be much close 
to the blade than indicated by rigid wake theory due to the wake indu
cedvelocity. As a result, the performance of the wind turbine is ove
restimated for a given pitch angle. In helicopter hovering case, the 
situation is reveresed. 

The velocity induced at Q by the vortex segment B infig,3.2B 
causes the retardation of vortex element A. The tip vortex trailed by 
the preceding blade therefore passes near the following blade, but not 
as in helicopter forward flight rotor case because this tip vortex :

. . 
goes a little outside of the following blade tip. This tip vortex inc
reases the induced velocity naer the blade tip, compared to the rigid 
wake assumption. 

In the calculation of velocities induced at the blade by its wake 
system, the semirigid wake assumption of velocity V equal to initial 
velocity is used in the near wake region. In the intermediate and far 
wake' regions, the velocity V. of the vortex element A which was trail
ed when the blade was at P is modified by the velocity induced by vor
tex elements trailed by the blade since its orgin. The contribution of 
these regions is similarily divided into near, intermediate, and far 
wake regions for the point A. The near wake contribution is obtained 
from the near wake when the blade was at point P and is thus not 
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recomputed. Similarly the intermediate and far wake contributions 
are obtained from the corresponding regions for the point P*. After 
the first spiral of the wake, VA is assumed to keep the velocity 
obtained according to the above procedure since the contributions 
of the remaining spirals will have a negligible effect on this 
geometry. The axial distance of elemenx A in fig. 3«2B from the 
rotor disk plane is calculated by integrating the changing VA w.r.to 
the time interval corresponding to the various induced velocities 
on element A. The radial location of the tip vortex is established by 
satisfying the equation of continuity for the flow inside the vortex 
spiral. 

This scheme does not need any more difficult steps to calcul
ate the wake geometry than for the usual assumption made in semi-rigid 
wake. To reduce execution time and avoid some useless calculations, 
the calculation of the velocity induced by the shed or trailing 
wake element was not performed, if the strength, H^^|or 7b?A' ,vas 

less than the corresponding reference*values. In far wake after 
6 spirals, the velocities induced by the half vortex system nearest 
the bli.de are calculated and those induced by the other half are 
neglected. 
3.4 Calculation of Non-linear Movement of the Vortex 

The tip vortex decelerates and expands quickly in the first 
spiral after it was trailed. After the first spiral it maintains 
almost constant pitch and radial distance from the rotor axis, //hen 
the blada passes above the rolled-up tip vortex trailed from the 
preceding blade, that vortex plays a determinate role on the vel
ocity at the blade tip, and consequently on the pen'ormance of the 

* of mean value of p 25 
* 1000 
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wind turbine. Thua, the correct position of that vortex with resp
ect to the blade is required. All. these considerations necessit
ate the introduction of the calculation of the nonlinear movem
ent of the tip vortex in the first spiral. This calculation is 
done in a relatively simple way. 

The nonlinear movement of the near wake is neglected, since 
the age of the near wake after it was trailed is negligible so 
that any departure from a linear movement is insignificant. In 
fig* 33 the axial velocity VLof tip vortex element L is 

vL = v0L+ gN L | K (3D 
where WL K is the velocity induced at the element L by the element 
K and VQT is the starting velocity of element1L at that instant 
when the blade is located at the azimuthal angle *L. The axial 
distance H^ of element L is 

HL = V 0 L  < * L
+ jg'

rf
L,K

,A
* ' K (3


2) 

.where <|>L is the azimuthal angle between element A and the cu
rrent blade position and ±4> is the angular interval between the 
vortex elements. The calculation of WL x for each vortex element 
L is very time consuming. Without actually computing WL K it is 
obtained from th velocity which is induced by each vortex element 
L at the blade tip. 

W
L,K "

 W
N . L  K ' ^ 7 )

 for *■ = K * L"8 (33) 
Here, ("̂  (K) is the strength of the vortex element K and rfN ^.g 
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is the velocity induced at the blade tip Cf N) by the vortex elem
ent L-K. The factor pt(K)/f~t(L-K) is necessary because the stren-" 
gths of trailing vortices are different at different azimuthal 
angles due to the non-uniform free stream velocity on rotor plane. 
WL L-7* '''' WL L-2 a r e a S a ^ n obtained from the velocity induced 
at the blade tip by the intermediate wake and W. _ , from the velo
city induced by the near wake. 

The position of the shed line vortex in the far wake is defined 
by the line connecting" two positions which are determined by the 
sum of the free stream velocity and the velocities induced at ^ 
and * ] N «,' in fig. 3«3» Using the same method which was used to 
position the tip and root vortices, the relations (3-D to (3*2) 
are employed while WN . j. is replaced by W2 ,_K in order to loca
te the inboard end of the shed line vortex and by: W N« ,_K in order 
to locate the outboard end of that line vortex. The radial position 
of the tip vortex is computed from the condition of constant mass 
flow inside the vortex cylinder. This point is discussed in the 
next section. 

The axial velocity at the rolled-up tip or root vortex is com*! 
puted according to the scheme that the vortex originating at the 
blade tip or rootcut becomes the center of the rolled-up tip or 
root vortex and the vortices trailed from the maximum-bound- circ
ulation point to the tip or. the rootcut are around that center vo
rtex. Therefore, the rolled-up vortex moves with velocity which-is 
the sum of the undisturbed free stream velocity and the induced 
velocity at the blade tip or rootcut and its axial velocity changes 
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are computed in the manner explained above. The velocity induced 
at the tip or rootcut by the near wake is computed in the same 
way as discussed in section 2.2 and is negligibly small, compared 
to the velocities induced at inboard points between the tip and 
the rootcut by the near wake.Therefore, the initial velocity of 
the tip or root vortex becomes very different from those of the 
inboard trailing or shed vortices. The velocity induced by the int
ermediate and far wakes is calculated at the blade tip or rootcut 
point itself. 
3.5 Calculation of Wake Expansion. 

The radial position of the rolled-up tip vortex has a signif
icant effect on the axial velocity induced on the tip vortex which 
are trailed around the blade tip. Also, from the velocity induced 
on the blade tip,the axial position of the rolled-up vortex, is 
computed with free stream velocity as explained in section 3«4. 

In the near and intermediate wakes, which have 90 azimuthal 
interval together, the wake expansion is neglected in the non-rigid 
wake calculations of unsteady and steady problems. In the far wake 
the wake expansion is determined from the condition of constant 
mass flow inside the vortex cylinder with the total average velocity 
on the rotor plane and the one in the far wake position of interest. 
The total average velocity on the rotor plane is the sum of the 
free stream velocity and the average of the velocity induced on the 
blade. The total average velocity in the far wake, where the wake 
expansion is to be computed, is the sum of two velocities. One is 
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the total average velocity on the blade. The other is the average 
of the velocities induced at Vj 2 and ^ N - 1 in fig. 3.3 by the 
near and intermediate wakes, and the part of the far wake eleme
nts up to the neighboring vortex element of the far wake point 
of interest. 

Fig. 5.23 shows the importance of the wake expansion for the 
0 degree constant pitch angle case. This figure is obtained by the 
non-rigid wake steady program which is simplified from the non-
rigid wake unsteady program due to the azimuthal symmetry of ste
ady flow. In the figure the maximum wake expansion,R, for the 
pitch 4 or 8 degrees case does not exceed 1.30-R. But for the 0 
degree pitch case, this value is always exceeded. Also, this case 
is in vortex ring condition as shown in [12] . Hence, the simple 
condition of constant mass flow can not predict the correct wake 
expansion due to a partial reverse and recirculating flow inside 
the vortex cylinder. The power coefficients with the maximum wake 
expansion confined to Rm = 1.15'R are significantly higher than 

max those with R = 1.30*R. The former results are in good agree-max 
ment with the experiments from-[l 3] . 
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3.6 Fffect of the Up-wind Tower Presence on the Wind Approaching 
the Rotor Disk Plane 

The dirrect effect of the presence of the tower is the con
tinual spreading of the wake. The velocity distribution in the 
wake is likely to be complicated in the neighborhood of the tower, 
even when the flow is steady. Farther downstream in a steady wake 
the vorticity shed from the tower is convected in the stream dire
ction and diffused by viscosity. In this region the boundary layer 
approximations are applicable asymptotically. Thus, assuming that 
the flow downstream of the tower is a steady two dimensional wake, 
the governing equation of motion is 

D«"(l£ = j ; ( T y 2 (3'4> 

and the boundary condition at the edge of the wake is u —? UM as 
y—>oo . Ref. [15] gives the asymptotic solution for equation (3.4) . 

Here, x is the downstream distance from the tower center to the 
rotor disk plane and y is the lateral distance from the tcwer 
center to the position of iuterest in the rotor disk plane. 0 is 
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a constant dete?mined by Q = ^t/f>U w h e r e D
t *s t*18 d r a9 o f t^6 

tower. 
Let the velocity reduction function, v, be defined as follows. 

.. - q . - u , 1 e ^x-y ( 3 > 5 ) 

Dt-/'^Q - 7Cdtf^A 

Q = r c d f V ' r t ■ c df ^ ' r t ( 3 - 6 ) 

,r.»here r. is the radius of the tower. The introduction of eouation 
(3.6) into (3.5) yields 

v " c« Jrjfhrr* ^ 
HTx

 MwJr 

,_ K,li,y
2 

= Kx r^'q, e (3.7) 

K
l " f ^c

dt'^''
x) ' K2 = f (it/

'
 x ) 

K.. and K« can be considered as chacteristic constants for a aiven 
tower which depends on the tower and the downstream distance from 
tower to the rotor disk plane. In the present analysis K^ and K 2 are 
obtained by comparing the typical experimental wine1 profile with 
equation (3.7). 
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SECTION 4 
^ SIMPLE BLADE DYNAiMICS 

The harmonic analysis of the blade flapping motion was done 
in order to get an idea of the effect of the blade motion on the 
airloads. This flapping motion is caused by a change in the 
circulation of the lifting blade due to disturbance of the flow 
field by the tower. Cylic changes in the aerodynamic flapping 
moment of the blade and in the force acting on the tower are 
caused by the changes in the blade lift. These cylic changes are 
undesirable in view.of the fact that the flapping motion can give 
rise to severe vibrational problems, vibrations coupled with the 
other motions of the blade and with the tower vibrations. The 
periodically varying blade thrust acts on the tower as a cyclic 
external force and a varying torque. 

The equation for moment equilibrium about an offset flapping 
hinge is derived to determine the coefficients of the flapping 
motion series, given the known disturbed flow field due to the 
presence of the tower and the induced flov field. Based on the 
series representation of the inflow field(V) on the rotor disk 
plane, equations are derived to determine the pitch angle control 
which can minimize the flapping moment variation or the thrust 
variation over a rotation. The minimization of the rigid body 
flapping motion is equivalent to minimizing the flapping moment 
variations over a rotation because kg-/? is equal to the flapping 
moment acting on the offset hinge. 
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4.1 Harmonic Analysis of 31ade Flapping Motion 
Considering the rigid flapping motion about an offset hinge 

,the blade flapping moment equilibrium gives the flapping equati
on of motion. 

MA + Mz + Mg = K -p (4.1) 
where MA= flapping moment due to aerodynamic force 

Mj= flapping moment due to inertia force 
Mg= flapping moment due to gravity 
Ko= root constraint 

MA ,Mj ,and Mg are derived as follows. ( See fig. 4.1 for details) 

dMj - -rp B m r R3 dr - n2R3(r + e ) rp m dr 

Ml = £5^ -.- [ibf + ( i b + i b - i l >a2/*] (*.2> 

dMA = L ( r , 0 ' R 2 r d r 

with L ( r , + ) = 1 P a c U 2 ( r , * ) <*(r, <l> ) 

where o> ( r . * ) = ©p ( r , * ) + t an _ 1 (U p /U T ) 

UT /OR = ( r + e ) 

Up /OR = i«/-(r, * ) - rp + u ( r , * ) 

U2 = u| (1 + Up /U§ ) = Uj 
tan_1(u/V = Up /UT 

These approximations are valid for the usual operating conditions 
of high tip speed ratio. 
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2 T N /& -> 
Then, MA = b " f r [©p (r, * ) (r + e) 2 + V(r, * ) (r +e)J dr 

4e - I f I D ^ (1 + ft )P (*.3) 

dMg = R2 & g cos* -r-£-dr 

Mg = g/8 cos* 'S ( * . * ) 

In these expressions, 

Ib = 3 m UR) 3 

LN = ac p R /I* 

v. - M a ^ ( 1 + ̂  ) 
S = | m U R ) 2 

<*.5> 

Substitution of the equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) into equat
ion (4.1) yields the flapping equation of motion. 

*b£ + Ib n r'V^ + Zb (1 + 2 I )a2p + V * S 3 cos*.j8 
= IlZp? j l r [op(r,* ) (r + e) 2 + V(r, f ) (r + e)] dr (4.6) 

Switching the independent variable from time to azimuthal angle 
( * ) renders the final flapping equation. 

p + Wpp^lfp - G-cosf-p= ^| /^>(r» * )-r-(r + e)2 
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+ V(r,^) r (r+e)J dr (4.7) 

where ( ) denotes d i f ferent ia t ion w.r . to * . 

Here, i£ = L + i^g/a2 

*-* + if 
^o2 = V Ib 

G = g S / I b i l 2 

V ( r ,Y ) = [ u ( r,Tjr) + vf( r .Y ) ] 

In order to get the steady state solutions for the blade flapping 
motion one employs harmonic series representations for the dist
urbed inflow field and the blade pitch angle. 
Let 

V (r.Y) = V0 (r) + Z v
n (r) cos nY 

U Hal 
/*<*) = ft +2^ncos n {y+$n) (4. 8 ) 

ty r,^) = 90(r) +Z©n cos n ^ + ( I ) A ) 

One introduces equation (4.tf) into equation (4.7) and takes the 
harmonic balance, while neglecting the coupling between the first 
harmonic excitation due to gravity and the higher harmonics of 
the flapping motion because this gravity effect is not appreci
able for the-model used in the experiment.The experimental wind 
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turbine model whose radius is relatively scall rotates fast to 
keep the same tip speed ratio as the real wind turbine.Hence,the 
centrifugal force is so large that the gravity force is negligi
ble, compared to this force. For real wind turbines,however, this 
does not generally hold true. 

ft-2?{i*>(r)r ( r + e)2dr 

+ |£V0 ( r ) r (r + e) drj» (4.9) 

P i <̂ jf " 1 ) c o s ^ l " Gft> ~ ^f t s in^ 
= M f 4 r [ ( r + e ) 2 0icos(|>i + (r + e) Vt ( r ) } dr (4.10) 

ftOjf-l) s i n c j ^ & c o s c j ^ *f J[*< r ^ ^ ^ s i n ^ dr 

{(j£*-n2) cos ntfk - ruAfr sin n ^ ^ 

{fr(r + e ) 2 dr 9 n cos n <^ + ( v n < r ) (r + e) rdr} M , 

J(u
2  n 2 ) sin n ^ + nM, cos n$n} fr ^ff^(r+e)

2
dr.ensin nfc} 

^
 P (4.11) 

When the blade pitch angle is k̂ pt constant, the coefficients of 
the flapping motion are obtained as follows. 

ft-Ja;-i?s ^ f e + ^ ^ Vl<r) Cr + 6> dr] (*'"' 
■? 

?»" 17 
a 

LN fvn(r) r (r + e) dr 
( ,+ »2 v*l n^ * n  2

» 3.••••(^•13) 
( jsL  n^ ) + n" w* 
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Tan n<S = T" ^ z. n = I, 2, 3. ^-l2+> 
P 

Once the computed wake geometry is determined, the induced 
flow field in the rotor disk plane is computed. Then the coeffic
ients of the inflow field series ( Vn) are obtained by Fourier 
decomposition. From equations (4.9), (4.1^) and (4.13) the coeff
icients of the rigid body flapping angle are calculated for the 
blade of constant chord and constant mass along the span. The 
flapping velocity is obtained from the time differentiation of 
the flapping angle ( P ). The effects of the blade flapping motion 
on the airloads are determined by simple superposition of the 
velocities due to the flapping motion and the inflow field. The 
equations for the blade flapping coefficients determine each 
harmonic of the flapping motion from the corresponding harmonic 
of the inflow field. 

4.2 Pitch Angle Control to iflinimize Flapping foment Variations 
over a Rotation 
The flow field on the wind turbine rotor disk plane is 

affected by the tower whether it is operating upwind or downwind 
of its tower. Thus the tower causes variations in the blade circu
lation and its flapping motion. However, the tower interference 
effects and hence the blade flapping motion, or the flapping 
moment variation can be reduced by controlling the blade pitch 
angle, enhancing the performance of the v.ind turbine at the same 
time. The coefficients ofthe ?itcn angle control ( OR) are deter-
rainee from equations (4,10) and (4.11) by setting p*. equal zero. 
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. -o/9 - Trfr (r + e) Vj. (r) dr 

— fr (r + e) Vn(r) dr 
°* = — T F 2 3 1 2 2x , 4>A = ° for n = 2 (^16) 

( «_ + _| ̂ e + - | £2e2) ' T n 

Also, from equation (4.11), the amount of the flapping motion-
control, or the control of the flapping moment variation by the 
unit pitch control is determined. 

_dgj__ »fe<**j<3«»$i2*2] (4.17) 

Since the coefficients of the inflow field ( V^ as well as the 
induced velocities are dependent on the pitch control, equations 
(4.15) and (4.16) should be solved iteratively untill converged 
values of \h and 0nare reached. For different 0 n, the strength 
of the bound circulation varies and, "also, the induced veloci
ties on the rotor disk plane changes. These new induced veloci
ties give the newon , according to equations (4.15) and (4.16). 
These equations show that the pitching variations should follow 
the inflow field variations, that is, there is no phase shift 
between the two. 
4.3 Pitch Angle Control: to Minimize Thrust Variations over a 

Rotation. 
The unsteady blade lift acts on the tower as an unsteady 

exciting force while the wind turbine rotor is rotationg. 
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Obviously this kind of exciting force can cause some serious 
vibrational problems for the tower which undergoes strong 
side vibration. By controlling the blade pitch angle the varia
tion of thrust generated by a blade can be minimized for a rot
ation of the blade. It would be better to minimize the thrust . 

- variation while keeping the blade flapping motion to a minimum than 
to accomplish only one of these two purposes. Referring to fig. 
4.2, the elemental blade thrust is 

dT = dL cos A + dD sinA." 

dL = 2<PU a * c d r 

dD = !?U2 Cd c dr 

Hence, the thrust acting on one blade is 

T = |pc [a|u(A + 6 ) -Q.R2>jdi] + Cd J'u R2HV d^l 

Here \s sinA. , U =-&.Rij 

The coefficients of the required pitch angle control are obtained 
by employing series representations for the thrust and for the 
inflow field and by taking the harmonic balance of the resulting 
equation. 
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Let 

LT = LT 0 + I > T n cos n 0£r + <f>n) 

V (v| , - ^ ) = V0(vj) +^Vn(vj ) cos n-y 

%tV)'%<V + Z 6 n c o s n (^+c}>;) 

Then, equat ion (4.18) i s decomposed as fo l lows . 

LT0 = fb[affr o ( ^ M +ee(7j)>|2}dr| + cy|v0 q)> |d^] (4.19) 
L ^ cos n<|)n= ^ a + Cd ) f v n (vp^d?} 

+a 0 n c o s n (j>n J Vjad« ] 
Vc , 1 

~LTn s i n n 4>n " Jbl: a G^sin n ^ | r f d i j ] 

(4.20) 

. / 

Again, the coefficients of the pitch angle control (en) are 
obtained by setting L ^ to be zero. 

Furtheremore, the sensivity of the blade thrust to pitch change, 
or the amount of the thrust control by the unit pitch control is 
obtained from equation (4.20). 

« a . SI iVdi - S ci - «& > (».i2> 

As mentioned in setion 4.2, the coefficients ( Vn) are dependent. 
on the blade pitch angle 0n. Therefore, the required pitch control 
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angle should be determined iteratively from equation (4.21) in 
the same manner which was used to determine the ©^ which minimize 
the blade flapping motion. The equation (4.21) shows that there 
is no phase shift between the pitching variations required to 
minimize the thrust variations and the inflow field variations. 
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. SECTION 5 • 
' RESULTS AND COMPARISON' WITH EXPERIMENT. . 

5.1 Steady Results .. .-
The calculated power coefficients in a uniform flow for 

pitch angles of 4 and 8 are presented in fig. 5»2 with measu
red results from [13].'The thrust coefficients are shown in 
fig. 5-3' The drag representation, C. = 0.01 + 1.5*ol, is emplo
yed. The results shown are in good agreement with experiment for 
tip speed ratios where stall effects are not important. The same 
stall model as used in [7] is employed with stall angle, 0.2 
radians. Fig. 5.2 suggests that this stall model does not desc
ribe the stall history adequately. It should be noted that the 
drag polar used in Vol.11 for comparison between theory and 
test was different than the one assumed here. Hence there is a 
question as to which drag coefficient best represents the model. 
The comparisons presented are of interest primarily in showing. 
the relative effects of the different analytical models. 

In fig. 5.4 to fig. 5.7 the calculated power and thrust 
coefficients are compared with experiments and some results from 
[7]. The same semi-rigid wake model as the one used in £7] is 
employed in these calculations. Here the induced velocity on the 
rootcut or the blade tip is taken to be half of the induced velo
city at the inboard control point of the blade. For an 8 pitch 
angle the three results give almost identical values of thrust 
and power coefficients. The departure of the theoretical predict-
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ions from the experimental results seems to show that for an 
8 pitch angle the wake behaves like the semi-rigid wake model, 
but for 4 pitch angle where thrusts and.hence induced veloci
ties are much higher it behaves like the new wake model used in 
calculating the results in fig.5-2 and fig. 5«3 which includes 
the retardation and radial movement of the vortices in the 
first spiral. 

The effect of the stall models on the power coefficients is 
shown in fig. 5'24. The steady non-rigid wake program, which is 
discussed in section 3*5* is used in this calculation. It is'shown 
that the stall decreases the power coefficients fairly when the 
tip speed ratio.OR/U^, is less than 7-0 for this rotor and that 
the stall model, C« = constant for 5L> 3 , is not proper. 

In the analysis employing the sine series representation of 
the bound circulation 15 coefficients of the series are computed. 
As the number of harmonics is increased, the magnitude of the 
corresponding harmonic coefficient decreases rapidly as shown 
in fig. 5'8. For every calculation the coefficients for.the 7th 
and higher harmonics are negligible. The first and second coeffr 
icients are especially dominant. Ten control points and harmonics 
are thought to be adequate to obtain pratical results. All the. 
calculations in the present analysis converge within three iter
ations. 

The bound circulation distributions along the blade are shown 
for two pitch angles in fig. 5«9« It shows that the bound circul-
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ation increases near the root and decreases near the tip as the 
blade pitch angle increases. At the tip dr/d1^ is infinite in 
both cases because dr/d© is finite at the tip and hence dT/d^ 

2 Tjk'gjn'Q =09^or 9= 0 or ft. Induced velocities along the span 
are presented in fig.5«10 with the induced velocities.on the root 
cut or the blade tip. It is interesting to notice in the case of 
4 pitch that the induced velocities are almost constant and about 
1/3 of the free stream velocity which the momentum theory predicts 
to be the ideal condition for maximum power. The induced velocity 
on the blade tip is shown to be less than half of the velocities 
induced inside of that point. 

The dependence of the induced velocity at the blade tip on 
the radial distance, d , is presented in fig. 5«H. As d approaches 
zero, the induced velocity approaches infinity. The converged va
lue occuring for d>0.03 was used in calculations. 
5.2 Shear Flow 

Calculated disturbance pressure ratios are presented in fig. 
5.12 with test results from [13] and the calculated results with 
the semi-rigid wake from [7] • They are in excellent agreement 
with experiment, and the effect of the shed wake has increased 
when wake was allowed to become non-rigid. This is due to the 
fact that the seperation of the shed vortex lines from the rolled 
-up vortices position them nearer the rotor disk plane than in 
the previous semi-rigid wake model. Fig. 5«10 shows this phenom
ena clearly and the improved prediction is shown by fig. 5«12. 
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For powered rotors the shed vortex lines will be located below 
the rolled-up vortices and hence their effects on unsteady air
loads will be decreased. It is demonstrated from fig. 5-12 and 
fig. 5.25 that the seperation of the shed wake surface from the 
plane determined by the rolled-up vortices is desirable, especia
lly for the prediction of unsteady airloads and the approach used 
in the present calculations works. 

Tower reflection effect is inherently included in the exp
erimental results of fig. 5.12. The calculated disturbance pre
ssure ratios are obtained by using the equivalent shear flow 
without the tower reflection effect. In fig. 5«13 the result for 
shear flow with tower reflection is compared with the one for the 
equivalent shear flow without the tower reflection. As far as the 
disturbance pressure ratio is concerned, the two results give the 
same ratio of disturbance pressure to average blade pressure. But 
shear flow with equivalent slope as tower reflection is a little 
optimistic in the prediction of the performance coefficients as 
indicated by the respective values of C in fig 5« 13-

In fig. 5«25 the lift deficiency values are computed by 
three different methods. "Ywo" of "them are the semirigid and 
non-rigid wake methods. The other one is obtained by the equation 
C(k) = K = - frrc which is derived in [3]. Here, K is the ratio 

of the unsteady lift variation (AL) obtained with the velocities 
induced by the trailing and shed wakes and the quasi-steady lift 
variation (AL ) obtained without them, that is, K = AL/AL . 

q q. 
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5.3 Tower Effects 
The calculated airloads at the 75$ spanwise position of the 

blade are presented,in fig. 5«14 for the rotor model operating 
upwind of the tower in steady and uniform flow. For the free 
stream velocity reduction (VR), 0.1165 is used and the value 
0.375 non-dimensioned by the rotor radius is used for the width 
(3") of the flow field interference due to the.tower, in the calcula
tions. These two values were obtained from the experimental wind 
profile as shown in fig. 5•15« The computed unsteady airloads, 
which are normalized by the average, are shown in fig. 5-16 with 
test values for the tower reflection case with Xmas tree shown in 
fig. 5-1. From the free stream velocities measured at 75$ spanwise 
position of the blade, the equation giving the wind profile on the 
rotor disk plane is derived. The velocities computed from this 
equation are shown in fig.5.15 with the measured velocities. The 
calculated instaneous thrust and performance coefficients are pre
sented in fig. 5«17 for the tower-reflection with Xmas tree. They 
are periodic by 180 because the.rotor has two blades. C varies 
more than 50%" of its maximum along the azimuthal angle. This means 
that the torque acting on the wind turbine shaft varies periodic
ally by that much. C- variations are within 30% of its maximum, 
and hence a vibratory force of this order acts on the tower. The 
predicted unsteady disturbance airload ratios are in close agree
ment with experimental values for the tower reflection (Fig. 5«l6), 
even for the flow disturbed due to the Xmas tree. The variations 
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in airloads on the blade show the same form variations as the 
free stream velocities on the rotor disk plane. Fig. 5.26 shows 
the lift deficiency values for the tower shadow and reflection 
cases. These values are calculated by the non-rigid wake method and 
by the lift deficiency function,C(k) = —— r = - = K.from [3]. 

1 + EX" This figure and fig. 5-25 show that K decreases as the azimuthal 
intervalA.^, where the free stream velocity is decreased due to 
the tower interferences, is reduced. 

Wind profile equation (3-7) gives results in good agreement 
with experimental values behind the tower as shown in fig. 5-18. 
That equation is, thus, believed to be the proper characteriza
tion of the wind profile behind the tower. The calculated peak 
disturbance pressure ratio is shown to be slightly larger than 
the measured value in fig. 5«19. Also, fig. 5«19 shows that the 
shed wake reduces the peak airload deficit drastically-. 

It is shown in fig. 5«20 that the use of the non-rigid wake 
model has increased the induced velocities on the blade and hence 
has reduced the airloads on the blade, compared to the semi-rigid 
wake model. Reductions are 10$ in airloads, IJfo in C and 7% in 
Cm. The seperation of the shed vortex sheet from the plane defined 
by the rolled-up tip or root vortices has increased the effect of 
the shed wake, that is, has reduced the peak airload variation by 
496. 
5.4 Effect of Blade Motion on Airloads 

The rigid body flapping velocity shown in fig. 5-21 is less 
than 2% of the free stream velocity. The blade angle of attack or 



the airloads will be changed by this percentage. Therefore, the 
effect of the flapping velocity on airloads is negligible for 
this model wind turbine rotor used in the experiments. This con
clusion does not impiy that it is true for any wind turbine rotor 
because the structural design of the blade can*be varied greatly . 
from this experimental model. Generally, it is believed that the 
one per revolution excitation due to the tower is not enough to ~ 
cause fast blade flapping motion, except for the resonance case. 

o It is shown in fig. 5«2l the maximum flapping angle is about 0.4 
for this model. The deflection of the blade tip due to this fla
pping angle is k% of the blade chord. The nearest distance' between 
the. following blade and the tip vortex from the preceding blade is 
farther than one chord length at least. Also, the tip vortex is 
located outside the blade tip because the tip vortex expands fast 
in the first spiral. Therefore, this flapping angle will not have 
appreciable effect on airloads. When the deflection of the tip exc
eeds half chord length, it is believed that the deflection of the 
blade due to flapping motion should be included in determining the 
relative distance between the blade and the tip vortex. 

The actual inflow velocity, which is obtained from the free 
stream velocity and induced velocities on the blade, is compared 
with the one calculated from the 10 harmonics of the corresponding 
Fourier series in fig. 5«22. That figure shows that the"* 10 terms :-> : 

of the Fourier series still do not describe the peak velocity var
iation. It seems that some caution should be paid for using the 
Fourier series for the representation of the inflow field. 
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SECTION 6 . . . 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 

6.1 Discussion 
For the transport velocity of the tip vortex, instead of 

using one constant velocity for the tip.vortex in the first 
blade spacing and a different constant velocity outside the : 
first blade spacing as in [4l and [5]i varying velocities are 
used for the first spiral of tip vortex. This was done because 
the velocities induced by the first spiral tip vortex are of al
most the same order as those induced by the near wake. The assum
ption that the induced velocity on the tip or root vortex varies 
linearly until it is doubled at the first blade encounter is 
open to question. But it is not likely that the induced velocity 
on the tip vortex is suddenly doubled. Experimental investigation r 

on the wake geometry or the free wake analysis can give informa
tion as to how the induced velocity on the tip vortex varies. The 
non-rigid wake model used for the non-uniform flow shows that the 
induced velocity varies continuously rather than being suddenly 
doubled. The accurate calculation of the induced velocity on the 
tip vortex in the first spiral is required in view of the fact 
that the correct axial and radial positioning of that vortex is 
important for the good prediction of airloads and performance. 
All these facts necessitate a theory which can handle the trans
ient rolling-up process of trailing vortices and the effect of the 
tip shape or.its modification on this process. Obviously the flow 
field near the blade tip is very complex and three dimensional. 
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The rate of convergence becomes much slower with the non-
rigid wake model than with the usual semi-rigid wake model beca
use the wake undergoes considerable deformation and the geometry 
varies considerably more per iteration in the former than in the 
latter case. The velocities induced by the far wake are approxi
mately doubled near the blade tip when the non-rigid wake model 
is used, as compared to the results obtained when the usual semi
rigid wake model is used in [?]> 

The retardation of the tip vortex places the tip vortex so 
close to the rotor blade that it causes a significant increase in 
the induced velocities near the blade tip, which results in a red
uction of the wind turbine performance. This retardation has an 
effect on the wind turbine performance which has the reverse ten
dency to that of the rapid contraction of the rotor slip stream 
in the hovering flight of a helicopter noticed in [4], This con
traction makes the tip vortex pass inside the blade tip and this 
vortex passage increases the angle of attack near the tip for the 
powered rotor. 
6.2 Conclusions 

Lifting line theory using a sine series representation of 
bound circulation with new wake geometry gives pratical results 
and is very cost effective. With a more realistic wake geometry 
lifting line theory will accurately predict the experimental 
values. It is suggested that a proper stall model be employed 
to compute the best tip speed ratio for the rotor of a solidity 
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higher than approximately 0.07. It is believed that the scheme 
developed to compute the initial induced velocity on the tip or 
the root vortex is useful and reliable, and that the vortices 
trailed from the tip or root becomes the center of the rolled-up 
vortices as long as dr/di| has its largest value at that point. 

It is recommended that the shed line vortices in the. far wake 
be located on a plane other than the one defined by the rolled-up 
tip and root line vortices. 

The main effect of the tower has been found to be a reduct
ion in airloads on the blades with almost the same form as that 
of the tower effect on velocity. It is concluded that the vertical 
transport velocities change rapidly in the first spiral in the 
wake, which invalidates the assumption that vortices retain the 
relative velocities of the flow passing through the rotor. 

It is concluded that the disturbance pressure ratio can be 
accurately calculated by using the equivalent shear flow for the 
case of shear flow which includes tower reflection effect and that 
the shed wake can not be neglected. Further conclusion is that the 
non-rigid wake model, which is developed by systematic modifica
tions of semi-rigid wake, is accurately and fairly simple, comp
ared to free wake model. 
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TABLE I 
ROTOR MODEL USED IN THE ANALYSIS 

d = o.oi + 1.5-*' 
a = 0.1061 
cu 
2 Blades 
No Twist 
No Taper 

*w 9 °'2 re 
TABLE II 

MODELING OP TKS PROBT.PrJ 

No. of Wake Spirals 
Used in Calculations 
No. of Control Points 
Near Wake Region 
Intermediate .\fake Region 
Far Wake Region 

Wake Azimuthal Increment 
Tip or Root Vortex Elements 

Azimuthal Integration 
Interval of Line Vortex 

(1) Element in Near Wake 

Steady Program 
10.5 

15 
*= o — 10° 

10" 
90° 

90e 

Unsteady Program 
10 

6 
* =0 — 15° 

o o 
15 — 90 

10.5 spirals 

constant strength 
varying directions 

90 — io 
spirals 

15 
varying strengths 

" directions 

(2) 

(3) 
in Intermediate tfake 

in Far .Vake 

10' 
10° 
20" 

15' 

15° 
oV 

5* 

file:///fake


TABLE -III 
PROFILE DRAG REPRESENTATION EFFECT 

Advance ratio M = 0.1197. Pitch angle 0 = 4 

Profile Drag Representation Shed Wake Neglected Shed Wake Included 
Cp CT Cp CT 

0.123 0.333 0.121 0.331 
0.109 0.333 0.107 0.331 

* Rotor is operating upwind of the tower in uniform flow. 

TABLE IV 
SHED WAKE EFFECTS 

0.01 
0.01 

+ 
+ 

°d 
0.5 . a2 

1.5•* 2 

0.18 

0.1197 

0.0972 

Shed Wake Cp CT ^ ^ A V 
IN(included) 0.178 O.363 0.169 
NE(neglected) 0.178 O.362 0.201 

IN 0.136 O.368 0.207 
NE 0.136 0.367 0.314 

IN 0.055 0.331 0.318 
NE 0.055 0.330 0.462 

0.1087 IN 0.107 0.359 0.230 
a 

* Rotor is operating in shear flow with pitch angle 0p = 4 
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direction of rotation 

a R - v ( - > *<♦> 
nR(u+ w)y i j 

blade section 

(zero lifting line) 
ZLL 

<Fig. 2.1> Blade Section View for Lifting Line Equation 

center of 
jfo rotation 

control points 
<Fig. 2.2> Arrangement of Trailing Vortices 

trailinq 
vortices 
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axis of rotaL'-'-n 

C<?c 

"tip vortex trajectory 
for helicopter hoverinq case 

wind turbine case 
<F1g. 2.3> Tip Vortex Radial Movement Traiectory 

shed vortex 

trailing vortex 

<Fig. 3.1> Trailing and Shed Vortex System 
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u ^ (wind velocity) 

rotor disk 
plane 

o(n»T, t = t ) 
Up vortex3 

element A 

<Flg. 3.2A> Representation Of Transport Velocity of T1o Vortex at t=t 

t ra i l ing 
vortices 

P(n= l . t= t o ) 
P'(n= l , t=tQ +At) 

<1> = n . A t o 

<F1g» 3.2B> Transport Velocity of Tip Vortex at t = t + At o 
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blade 

<F1g. 3.3>Hlustration for the Calculation of Nonlinear Movement 
of Tip Vortex 
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777777777777 
<Front View> 

V9 round 
<S1de View> 

<F1g. 4.1> Forces Acting on the Blade Including Inertia Forces 

flR ( l + v^) 

<F1g..4.2> Flow around Blade Element 
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Xmas tree 

////7//V/V////// ///\/ 

^3.5'V 

19.5" 

/ / / / / / / 
ground 

<F1g. 5.y>Front View of the Tower and the. Wind Turbine Rotor with 
Xmas Tree (used in Experiment) 
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<F1g.5.2>Comparison of Present Lifting Line Theory and Experiment 
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Appendix A 
CALCULATION OF INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS C. . 

^ J 
A influence coefficient C i , gives the velocity induced 

at i-th control point by the wake which if? generated from j-th 
component of bound circulation series, and of unit amplitude. 
The induced velocity ('.V-) at i-th control point is ZlA-j.Cj.. 
From the application of the Biot-Savart Law to the wake whose 
geometry is determined from the previous induced velocity dist
ribution on blade, one can compute influence coefficients C. . 

i J 
as follows. 

wind velocity 
U 

vortex l ine 

<F1g. A.l> Geometry for the Calculation of C.. 

h ; axial distance normalized by R from tne rotor plane to a vortex l ine 
F--M7-? , ? = * U ^ + n e * ( ^ _ - - K ) 

(A.l) 
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This equation gives the induced velocity due to a line vortex 
of strength dr and of n spirals. 

r** ? a position vccior from a point on the vortex line to the 
position of the blade at which the induced velocity is comp
uted 

d! = (wv Zr + %t S* + v •&) <*f> 
W ; outward radial induced velocity normalized by R on a vortex 
r 
V ; axial velocity of a trailing vortex 

+ { - Ott V- k -urr) sm <(> f W t
 CoS £ i T ] ^ (A.2) 

IPI* = v+'TT
+ f - - a - m * <-«* ♦ (A.3) 

From equat ions (A.l),(A. 2) ,and(A.3),three components of the induced 

iveloci ty are der ived . 

(A. 4) 

J u r _ 4 L f j r , lcn,v-t iw)s«tif^tk<ost d<) ( A 5 ) 
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Here, V = 14,,+ W where IL̂ is the free stream velocity and:W is the 
induced velocity on the tip vortex itself. Assuming that W is 
linearly varying up to k* spiral of vortex line and after k1 
spiral is constant as discussed in section 2.2, W is obtained 
as follows. 

.where W_ is the.induced velocity of a trailing vortex when it 
is trailed, RD is a parameter of the change of W after k̂  spiral 
,and % is a azimuthal angle variable around (b . Then, 
when ty £ iir̂ , 

V=(Uo+U/o) + —^sUToRD 

\h=(U«.*W>)4>f 4 ^ p ^'RD (A.7) 
By permitting small variations in <J> around <J> , h is given by 

K= *,+ p . ^ + r . x ^ ... (A'8) 

K V * ; + i-4,p,x%.cpr+i«i.T?)r+t >*"+( )*•«■ (A>9) 

When ^ > 2TT-8, , lifb •( I + RD ) U/o 
W= ho-h (LU.+ uxf r

1 , <j)
T

= 4> — i n - ^ , 

h = k - iUfl8+liA0l+RD)>2TT^i -I- il/oo-t-lJ"o(H-RD;}<() 
From equation (A.7):ho= h C<|> = 2TT t̂ ) = i t ^ f 2LW Vo CI + RD)[ <j> 
h = -RDWoTT^,-r{uooi-'U;o(l+RD))C<j)e-hOC*; 

= oU + pa X' 

h * = c £ + . i o U ( M * + p^X^ (A.11) 
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Likewise rf is assumed to vary linearly. 

•*■
= v

» - IJT. ■**-• 
.where Wr0 is the radial induced velocity of the tip vortex on 
the rotor disk plane. After k2 spirals of the tip vortex, rfr is 
zero. 

i.r ^r.i UTro ~* 

= 4, + *, Of* (A.12) 

The radial position of the tip vortex is defined by f^. 

•n* = t t t o - ^o4> - ̂ I ^
0 

where I*,, is the radial position when the tip vortex is trailed. 
Substitution of £ with ( <J)0+ X ) into the above equation gives 

1t*= o(t + a.*K»p,y*+ (^ t i ^ r j ; ^
4
* (A.14) 

COS q>= Co$(<|>D+-***; = COJ ^-^1^<J)<>-X'
K
- ^<TOS f0 ■ V**" 

= f - v x * - - ! : ? . * ^ (A.15, 

= % + p X ^ - £ - f r - X
-,J

" (A.16) 
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, * • ■ » ■ 

From equations (A. 13) , (A. 14) and (A. 15) , (,y)x^. yl+
x — eLf]7) * cos <f> ) 

term i s obtained to the second order of x*. 

= «l f i b ^ t C X*"*" (A.17) 

( i ) . <(> * 2Tf-* t 

From equations (A.9) and (A.17) # 

* V + I t + K*-«M
1
lt cost 

•= U ' t f t ) + * t« ip , + bJX^+ (?,*-+i^ , r , + C ) X * J -

= A t O ^ f C X*^ (A.18) 

( i i ) . $ >iTT-ft , 
From equations (A.11) and (A.17) , 

* I.
4
" + ^ t + K*" - ^ ^ ^ t cos c() 

= «<»*■ + 0. t 4 ( eUft,. + b ) X*" + C ^ + C ) X*
J
-

= A + i 3 x* + c x*"" (A.19) 

In ttie equation(A.4) , t[ (Y^ cos <b ~t* • u 11 n <j> ) —V.t' 
term is computed from equations (A.i2) , (Aa3) . (A.14) . (A.151 and(A.]6) 
to the second order of x . 
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In the equation'A.5) *- C T*|+V - k UTr-) * i '1 <j> —*k k cos if 
term i s obtained as follows. 
( i ) . <)> t aiT-fii 

From the equations (A.6),(A.8),(A.12),(A.13).(A.15),and(A.16), 

C ^ V - k u I r ) *\n $ - % h. cos <f> 
= } j * ( } ( U t ^ 1 ( ) - ^ i ^ i ) - of**i P 

■t C p{o/3 c u + ^ o - c i , , * ! ; - * , ^ , ] . 

- d j f i p - p , o l , p f 4yd! f J X* 
= F + <T X"" (A.21) 

( i i ) i <j> > T̂T -fti 

, 4 i e - w 0 c i - t - R D ; , t a = o ^ k = c(A +Pa.X*" 

Equations (A.18),(A.19),(a.20),and(A.21) give the f inal form of 
equation to compute induced ve loc i t i e s . 

J r _<<r -r (** P + EX* d v * _ d E . T - T 

1 = Ire + i <■'- C0$,eJ> 

rcn> = E An sin TL© 
drcn)=Z (-nAn)co5n&de 
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W
'
2
"
:
^r?

(
-
n
An)i:i: CO$neit^A0.= 5A.C,= W (A.22, 

uTu= — Z}C-nAn) E H cos neix .2^80= H An D*-=UVO(A.23) 

A 0 ■** ZAOo Except at the tip and root vortices 
A & s A £?. At the tip and root vortices 

i> (A.24) 
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Appendix B 
ALL COEFFICIENTS USED IN CALCULATING C 

1J 

I f AC / B' 

h = 
1_ J" (DB - EA) + (DC - EB)A<{?0 __ (D3 - EA) - (DC - E3U4>„ 

AC-B2lyA + 23 4<fr0 + G-*tf ' - >/ k - 2BA<j>.+ C •<*<£* 

I f AC = B2 

EB - C D 
h 2 /c~ [-TBT1 

G^T ■2 (3 - C-A $P + , 2E-^>/c" 
B2 - C 2 ^ 2 

In I 2 » D i s replaced with F and E with G. 

(i) $ £ 2 ^ 
A =o{ | + a, B = tf,pf + b , C =pjL + 2d, 17+c 

(ii)(J>>2TIk1 

A = c £ + a, B = o l i | 3 i + b , C = / 9 * + c 

D =Tl(ol3P +x»i q) - olj 

E = t ( - ol»q + ft P + *\ P + *i q) - 2 oUyQ3 

* = % H U«» +>^> " <*u4i} " ^ * i P 
G = P ^ U^ +>QA) - oi, ,4,} + q {oUt i+^C Uoo + ^ A ) - * , ±, - $iA\\ 

-•Xsp.p - M i p +o^3 «iiq. 

Here, when 4>2"Tkj» then tf, = oL, fi = (J*. 

4Tffc, 

dj = ^o + W>o t " W
ro a^ 

9̂  



(8A = U i + ^"o C 1 -f- RD ) 

rj = 

UJVo 

4- IT - I * 
p = COS 4* 
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Appendix C 
. . VELOCITY INDUCED BY A TRAILING OR SHED VORTEX ELEMENT . 
C.l Trailing Vortex Element 

The.velocity W at position on the blade by a trailing 
vortex element A of strength r($) is obtained by applying the 
Biot-Savart formula. In vectorial form, the formula can be 
written as 

v2 = ±-
4T| 

r" xdf I re*) ^ 

blade 

■ >
 x 

Projection to x-y Plane 

<Fig- A.2> Geometry for the Calculation of the Velocity Induced 
by a Trailing Vortex 

vortex 
element 
A 

S6 



%r,&- unit vectors fixed at the midpoint of the vortex element. 
A. = angle of inclination of the vortex element w.r. to XY 

plane. 
h = axial distance from the XY plane to the midpoint of 

vortex element. 
4>s = azimuthal angle between the blade axis (jaxis) and the 

axis formed by the line from the orgin of xy plane to 
midpoint. 

Vortex element A in fig.A.2 is assumbed to be inclined w.r.to 
ê , by angle 'X.'. 

d"| = tfc <ty ^ ' - T|t d<() ta-n C>0 if - i^cj) d<t> $. 

t a n U O = -Silk 

? X dl =C-(vj-vi t co5^ )> | t ±anA + k *It *m<k J e l ^ ? 

t ♦It Ch + TfcJ tan A } S^ 3 c(<f> 
Linear variation of the strength of element A is assumed as follows. 

Xrf 
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While neglecting the terms of order ( xz ) in the numerator, this 
equation becomes 
( i ) . When b2 / ac, 

ax -rb >X: 

w = J ( D 1 + B K ) L ( Q C - b
a
; / a x ^ 2 ^ T - c i 

s » 
-t (<* r +. H ■ K ) 

bx + c 

( i i ) . When b2 = ac, 

W ^ - ^ p l (D?tEi?) [ 

L (ba-ac) Jax^+ibx+c 

•Wa 

•f*
4 

^ C.ctx + b>
A
, 

b 

In these expressions, 

£■= V - T r t
c o i (

k 
<*j = ^ 1 ^ 0 0 6 <l>s 

H = n T t ««»»♦» 

b =
 K

l
y
lt

sin(
fe t ^ h *4.n\ 

All these equations can be derived from equations (A.2) and (A.3) 
by small angle assumptions around $ , that is, d) = (j? + x, where 
ixl kt 
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C.2 Shed Vortex Sheet and Element 

The same equat ion as in [7] was used to c a l c u l a t e the 

v e l o c i t y induced by a shed l i n e vo r t ex . For the shed vor tex 

s h e e t , a s l i g h t l y modified form of the equat ion for the shed 

l i n e vor tex element was used. 

vortex sheet inclined 
an angle 'd' w.r.to 
X-Y plane(rptor disk 
plane) 

<F1g». A.3> Near Wake Vortex Sheet 

d S = ( s i n < | > ? -t- co5^"f -J- t a n d 1? )dv|v;Ytw ^ 

w = - & 
* * \ 

Here, 

F = B^H, t c 
( B -AC) (Ai$ +2-B% + C) / Jj - ^ 

4-TT TI=I 

A = J t ta-n^.d' / . " B = ho t a n A -*[cc*<|> , C - ^ + ko # • 
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. r- rati,N)-rii_,N) 
The strength of the sheet vortex is [̂  = — T 
where f"*(L,N) is bound circulation at the azimuthal position, L 
and the radial position, N. In this calculation there are no si
ngularities because the integrand is calculated^at the midpoint 
of each section. 
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Appendix D 

WIND PROFILE UP-WIND OF-THE TOWER 

I t i s assumed t h a t the free stream undergoes a v e l o c i t y 

reduc t ion of the form of a r i g h t c i r c u l a r cone on the r o t o r d isk 

p lane due to the up-wind propagat ion of th«* tow*»r d i s t u r b a n c e s . 

The p r o f i l e of the d i s tu rbed f ree stream v e l o c i t y i s shown i n 

f i g . A.4, 

rotor disk plane 

boundary of flow region 
interfered by the tower 

1 I I x 
j///j\///j/wf/r//tyntonr^ ^ v e l o c i t y reducti on 

«L (2=0) 

maximum velocity 
reduction 

U ( z=-hR) 

<rig. A.4> Geometry for the Representation of Tower Reflection 
Wind Prof H e 
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Let v(z) be the maximum velocity reduction function along 
the height of the tower, and assume v(z) be linear. Then v(z) = 
VR« { 1 —£.(£■) j , where St = tands, R = rotor radius, and VR = 
maximum velocity reduction rate at z = 0. The velocity reduction 
function v(x,z) at an arbitrary point of the flow region upwind 
of the tower becomes 

Therefore, Ihe wind profile upwind from the tower can be .defined by 
u(x,z) as follows. 

00 C05 ** < 0 and I *  St ̂  c
°*^l ̂  U CX,Z) *Uoo tZl&B 

I \ sin *# I- ' * 

CoS$<o and V ! ' , ^ r f l > 1 ^^"'^O-W^f^fe/aR 

Here, Î ,(z) can be a shear flow or a uniform steady flow. In 
the shear flow case, the velocity reduction function v(x,z) 
can be assumed to be proportional to the magnitude of free stream. 
Then, u(x,z) in above last equation is simply modified as follows. 
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For the towsr with Xmas tree, v(x,z)is determined from the 
experimental results. 

-K|X| 
ay cx,z) = tfo z e - « 

Here, v0 is the velocity reduction rate at z = -O.75 and x = 0 
and K is the characteristic constant for the given tower. Then 
the wind profile is 

It CX,2) = {| - 1JCX,Z; } Uoo/jiZ 

or 

ucx,*) = { i - u a , ^ 0 ; ^ } u<p cz^zVhR 

for shear flow. 
v(x,z) is defined as follows. 

-KJ x+Z,| 

(ii). V « o _ K B I 

(iii). z < zx 
-Klx) 

uui)= UoZ e 
Z„ i s the z-coordinate of the top end of Xmas t r e e . 
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